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Another small nuclear incident: Forest fire at Chernobyl causes radiation spike.. Ukrainian
officials have noted a spike in radiation levels in the area surrounding Chernobyl after a forest
within the exclusion zone caught fire. Burning trees and foliage would create radioactive smoke
so yeah, sounds legit. A little bit nasty at close distance, but I would not expect to be anything
serious at longer distance from site. Yep since Saturday, red forest on fire same as April and
June but almost nobody talked about it. Does not seem to affect radiation levels in southern
Finland corona virus isolation zone around kilometers from Chernobyl. There is no indication of
extra radiation so nothing to worry about too much. Emergency over coronavirus is now urgent.
Situation is pretty different to what happened in Chernobyl disaster : at that time we got here
considerable amount of radiation raining here to eastern part of Finland â€” I did took a
measurement sample to the physics class, and the reading was considerably higher than what
teacher expected it to be.. Thanks for that! Incidentally I am working on a gamma spectrometer
as found some nice copper foil. With the various metals I have here including nickel, lead, tin
etc it should be simple enough to make a lead pig to hold my test tube s and move a half wheel
with the various filters using a servo. Part of the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone where the infamous
power plant explosion occurred in is on fire, and radiation in the area is spiking. Geiger counter
near the fire reading 2. The normal reading in the area is 0. Se ei kuitenkaan muodosta
kemiallista tai radioaktiivista vaaraa. He said it was now just 2km 1. Police said the fire had been
burning since the weekend of 4 April, after a man set fire to dry grass near the exclusion zone. It
has since moved closer to the nuclear plant. More than firefighters with dozens of pieces of
special hardware are reportedly working at the site, while six helicopters and planes are
attempting to extinguish the fire from above. In Europe, average natural background exposure
by country ranges from under 2mSv annually in the United Kingdom to more than 7mSv
annually in Finland. The U. Wildfires in Chernobyl-contaminated forests and risks to the
population and the environment: A new nuclear disaster about to happen? Nuclear safety
officials from Finland, Norway and Sweden have all announced earlier this week they have
detected increased radioactive isotopes across Scandinavia and in some Arctic regions. Your
email address will not be published. Greenpeace said the fires were much bigger than the
authorities realised. Smoke from the fire is now blowing towards Kyiv. People are forbidden
from living within 18 miles 30km of the power station. April 17, at pm Tomi Engdahl says:
Wildfires in Chernobyl-contaminated forests and risks to the population and the environment: A
new nuclear disaster about to happen? June 28, at pm Tomi Engdahl says: Another radiation
increase from other reactor? Leave a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be
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If your GM car or truck is not listed on the homepage vehicle selector, our Contact Center is
here to help. Use the contact form, live chat, or call one of the following number:
Representatives are available Monday through Friday, am to pm EST. To find the proper model
year for your vehicle, look at the 10th digit of your vehicle identification number VIN. The 10th
digit will be a letter or a number. Find the corresponding letter or number in the table below to
determine the model year of your vehicle. If not, the manual should indicate where you can
locate the VIN. The VIN is also commonly listed on the vehicle title, registration card, and
insurance documents. Find your Update Enter your model and year in the menu above to
quickly find your map update. Power up your navigation system with fresh road data and the
latest points of interest. Each map update keeps your system operating at peak performance
with essential data including new and modified roads, addresses, signage, points of interest,
and much more. Laser light radar and aerial imagery are among the powerful tools that ensure
the accuracy of your map. These up-to-date points of interest are important to your everyday
driving needs. From finding the nearest ATM when traveling around town, to locating a nearby
fuel station on your next road trip, an optimized navigation system will help you drive with
confidence and ease. Remember, your GM navigation system is designed for driving. Unlike
portable devices with small screens and even smaller buttons, your in-vehicle navigation
system can help you remain focused on the road ahead. Updating your map maximizes your
driver-centric navigation experience, helping you get the most from your system. To find your
map update, enter the model and year of your GM vehicle into the menu at the top of the page.
Each product page details the map coverage area, highlights new road data, and provides clear
installation instructions. Additional support is available via the Help Center. All major credit

cards and PayPal are accepted. Products sold on the GM Navigation Store are manufacturer
tested and approved. Each map update is customized to the navigation system in your vehicle.
Shop with confidence knowing that you are getting an authentic product offered via a secure
payment platform. Are you ready to optimize your GM navigation system? Stay on time and on
courseâ€”update your GM navigation system map today! Exact data may vary by product. It
appears that your browser has JavaScript disabled. This Website requires your browser to be
JavaScript enabled. Please enable JavaScript and reload this page. It appears that your browser
has cookies disabled. The website requires your browser to enable cookies in order to login.
Please enable cookies and reload this page. My Vehicle Is Not Listed. Instructions are provided
on the product page or you can visit the Help Center. Learn more about the latest GM update.
Get the most from your system. About Your Map Laser light radar and aerial imagery are among
the powerful tools that ensure the accuracy of your map. See how your map is made. Find
answers to your navigation questions. Customer Support Chat directly with customer support.
Live Chat. Submit a message or call customer support. Contact Us. Here, you can find the latest
reviews, available discounts and coupon codes. Offer good through June 30, Navigation
updates are currently available on Navigation. Keeping your navigation system current is
critical for maximum performance, safety, and fuel economy. Visit Navigation. Why should you
update your navigation system? It will help you save time by providing the best possible route,
saving you money at the pump by utilizing the most efficient routes to your destinations. You
will also get the very latest available points of interest such as gas stations, restaurants, hotels,
hospitals, parks, and much much more. Have more questions? Reviews from other customers
using the GMC Navigation system are below. Please share the experience you have had too.
Our Privacy Policy ensures the information you provide is safe. You may opt out of any further
communication by contacting us here. Create your own review. Geographic Enterprises is an
independent authorized HERE partner, distributor, and marketing affiliate. Search for:. Skip to
content. Submit your review. Average rating:. Check this box to confirm you are human. New
posts since last logon. Old Posts. Locked topic. Save Password. Forgot your Password? Geiger
Counter World Map New Topic. Show all topics Show all open topics Show topics from last day
Show topics from last 2 days Show topics from last 5 days Show topics from last 7 days Show
topics from last 14 days Show topics from last 30 days Show topics from last 60 days Show
topics from last days Show topics from the last year. Page: 1 2 of 2. Last Post. Sticky: Android
app. Something seriously wrong with your ACPM algorithm. Registering Counter 5. Map is
offline again? Sharing data on World Map whilst travelling. What append if Invalid user id. Map
is offline. Private Alert Threshold. Data too long error. GMC Plus. Online charts. ACPM going
haywire. Data Logger Pro OK. Gary Bonazzo. Link Server Failed. Spikes in cpm. Last
measurament. Last 24 hours as default? Google map loading error. Steve Stamford. NEWBY
struggling. Cannot register DataLogger Pro on new laptop. Map server down. Manage Geiger
Counter, last two input fields??? No login at map possible? Driver Issue. Will offline data be
uploaded once on WiFi. Software connectivity. Service Unavailable. CSV Download of Full data
history? Geiger counter not showing in map. Data analysis - strange spike? How to : direct link
to my location. Large dataset download? History Data. Pull realtime count. No Location. Michael
McKenzie. GMC Data Logger high peaks every hour. Why do I keep getting this error? API Limit
Exceeded. Newbie questions. Update Location warning. Old data showing on map. Old data is
showing as new and new showing as old. New firmware 1. Cannot edit data in "Manage Device".
Standard location of Geiger Counter. GMC Internet Connection. Can't login to GMC Map
account. Presentation of map data. History Data incomplete. False Hi CPM alert emails. Gq
geiger counter issue radiation. CPM ??? Data Error! Way to link to specific counter? Data
Logger registation? No stations or data on GMC Map. What is Geiger Counter World Map?
Mirror GPS data Google earth. Map not showing after login. UV Radiation. There are 2 Pages of
Topics: 1 2. Snitz's Forums See photo below. I also installed a Geiger counter at my home in
Helena, MT which continuously monitors gamma rays, x-rays and beta rays. The Geiger counter
continuously loads data to a website and data are stored for several weeks. Elevated radiation
readings have been noted in the vicinity of UFO activity. The MADAR unit measures magnetic
flux in units of milligaus, magnetic declination and barometric pressure. At the time we pore
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reports to see if any occurred in the area. MADAR is an intricate device that looks for and
reports on anomalistic variations in the geomagnetic field measured in milligaus, unusual
variations in magnetic compass heading, and perturbations in ambient barometric pressure. A

typical day has datalines. If an alert occurs a 5 min disturbance would have about lines of data.
The operator uses an E-M meter or or an AM radio tuned to the far left of the band to check on
E-M noise levels in the selected room. If all else fails, the default settings for limits must be
increased slightly until the device reports anomalies only a few times a month or less. UAPs
either produce a field that is a omnidirectional with intensity varying by the inverse cube of the
distance, b omnidirectional with intensity linked to the application of and rated by applied
power, c directional propulsion or a directed beam stalking phase in an abduction attempt? Skip
to content. Search for:. Proudly powered by WordPress.

